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The communication engineer has in the past 
treated the detection problem from a parametric 
point of view. That is, the signal has been assumed 
~o be of a knovm detel~inistic form and the noise 
of a knovm statistical form. This approach has 
proved valuable in many cases, but it is subject to 
severe limitations, e.g., if either the noise or 
signal change :form, a nev: detector must be designed. 
:Beca:use of these l.imi tat ions there is a need tc 
find a more general form of detector. 
This study looks at a specific statistic 
(the Cra.m6r-von l:iises statistic) and designs a 
detector to utilize this statistic. This detector 
is of the nonparametric class in that a complete 
knov·,·ledge of the sign::W. and noise is not necessary 
for its operation. This nonparametric detector is 
then compared to the optimum detector for several 
specific cases. 
. / The Cranter-von 11ises Detector, while requiring 
more sa:mples th&n the optj.muro detector in each 
case, can eff').cientJ_y detect Sif~-nal.s in an urL1i!nited 
nu.ll:.ber of special cases, Ythile the optirr.~.um detector 
con ef'fi.ciently detect a signal only in the case f'or 
Vihich it is designed. 
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One of the major problems that has always faced 
the comn:unication eneineer is that of detecting a 
signa1 buried in a background of noise. The detection 
problem is concerned with designing a system which 
will indicate either the presence or absence of' a 
signal in a noisy background. The tracking of' a 
distan:t target by use of' re.d.ar or the recovery o:f 
coded sitS.rnals :from man n1ade probes in 01.J.ter space 
are two examples of such signal detection. 
:Mont of the work done up tmtil this tir.1e has 
been concerned with the design of a system for a 
signal of knoY:n determj_nistic for-.m and noise of e. 
knova1 statistical form. This type of detection is 
knovn1 as parametric detection. It is B1.1bj.ect to 
many disadvantages, the main ones being thnt comi>lete 
knowJ..edge of' signe.l and noise is r!ecessary before 
the detector can be de~E~igned, and then, if ei·ther 
the noise or signal change, the detector will no 
1or.Lger f'unction :proper~y. 
Thus, there is need for a wider cla.ss of detectors 
which requj.re rn.uch less a priori inforraation t~'lan 
the parantetric det:ectors. This type of c1ctector, when 
the signal and the noise are not completely lmov::r:, 
is called a non:parametric detector (2). The nonparametri< 
2 
detector is based on nonpare.mctric statistical 
methods vrhich have been well covered in the literature 
(13-33). These methods have previously been applied 
to the detection problem (7-9),(34), bu~ only to a 
very limited extent. These detectors have almost 
always been limited to detecting only changes in the 
d-e level of the noise distribution when a signal is 
added. 
In this paper, nonpars.metric detectors wil.l be 
considered, which v;ill not only detect speci'al 
classes of signals (e. g., those \vhich change the 
d-e level of the noise), but VTill. in general detect 
any signal which changes the noise distribution in 
any way. (the signa1s considered are of the additive 
variety). These nonparametric detectors will then 
be compared to the optimum parametric detectors, 
which are optimum :for gaussian noise and gaussian 
signal plus noise. For the purpose of this paper 
the optimum detector is that detector which takes the 
fewest nmnber of samples over the sc:mple interval 
f'or a. given desired accu.racy. The method o:f comperison 
used here ~vill be the asymptotic relc:.tive efficiency, 
which i~- a. measure of' hov; many more samples one 
detector needs than the other one for the same accuracy. 
J.f'ter tl:e ·.:;heory o:f nonparametric detectors is 
developed, a nonparametric detector will be used to 
detect a frequency moduleted (FI:f) signal in the 
3 
presence o:f background noise under the condition of 
low (<l) signa.l to noise ratio. Since mar1y F!t detection 
problems are restricted to messages which are assumed 
to be expressed in e. binary coded form .(:Binary Frequency 
Shift Keyed) or r-ary coded form (Multiple Frequency 
Shift Keyed), attention here will be limited to 
these forms. 
CHAPTER II 
~'ORl\lULATION OF THE D:flrECTION PR.OBLEM 
Given an observed wave~or.m x(t), it is the 
function of the detector to determine whether x(t) 
consists of signal plus noise or noise alone. The 
detector will base its decision on a set of samples 
of this waveform over some interval. Thus, it is 
also assumed that the detector is capable of 
sampiing x(t) at t=t,,t2 , ••• ,tN giving the set of 
samples x 1 ,x2 , ••• ,xN where (x=x{ti),i=1,2, ••• ,N). 
4 
'\ 
The decision problem can be thought of as a statistical 
hT~othesis testing problem (1). In statistical 
hypothesis testing there are two different alternatives, 
represeuted by the null hypothesis and the alternate 
h~~othesis. The detector can then be thought of as 
·testing the null hypothesis (x(t) is noise alone) 
against the aJ. terne..te hypothesis _(:x:(t) is signal 
pl.u~~ noise). 
Al.1 detectors considered here are characterized 
by their dichotomous decisions, i.e., either the null 
hypothesis, noise alone, or the alternate hypothesis, 
sie;nal :plus noise, is accepted. The decision is 
based U}')Oll the fact that some function of the sara:ple 
is greater than or less than sorie threshold level. 
This J.evel. is l'redete:cmined by the number of errors 
which can be al.lowed. There ere two t~~es of 
mutual.J.y exclusive errors which can be made. They 
are: 
1. the detector decides that a si~~al is 
present when there is actually no signal, 
this will be ca11ed a type I error: the 
probability of such an error will be given 
the symbol « , 
2. the detector decides no signal is present 
when there is a signal, this is a type· II 
error: the probability of such an error 
will. be given the symbo1 p • 
In the following chapters 0( will also be called the 
proba.b:i.lity of false alarm, and J?> will be call.ed the 
false dismissal. probability. 
There are many special cases of the detection 
probl~em which can be obtained by making various 
· assumptions about the signal and noise statistics. 
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The case most often considered in texts and in 
literature is that in which both the noise and the 
signal distributions are assumed to be knovvn exactly. 
In this case the optimum detector is the Neyman-Pearso:n 
or J.j.kelihood detector (1,10). The above detector 
is optiLTum in the sense that :for a given false 
dj_sinissal probabl.lity, .P, and :for a giv·en false 
alar.m probability,~, the sample size N is a minimum. 
If the noise is assumed to have a gaussian distribution 
and ~he signal is a constant, then the appropriate 
Neyman-Pearson detector is the well knovm t-detector 
(10). When the variance of the noise is known, the 
t-detector is given by 
-t - ( f tJ- - .,c(o) N Y2. cr;; (2 .J.) 
When the variance of the noise power is not kno~m, 
the t-detector is given by 
t= (2.2) 
If the variance is known, the t-detector tests the 
null hypothesis (the waveform x(t) is gaussian with 
mean .,.tto and variance a-; • ) x( t) is noise alone, 
against the alternate hypothesis (the waveform x(t) 
is gaussian with mean not equal to ~o and variance 
OD 2 ) x(t) is signal plus noise. The null hypothesis 
is accepted when t has a value below some preset 
threshold level and rejected when t is above this 
threshold level. The threshold level is determined 
in this case by considering t to have a gaussian 
distribution with mean zero and variance one. 
For the case when the variance is unknovm, the 
detector tests the null hypothesis (the waveform 
x(t.) has mean A. 0 and unlmown variance) x(t) is noise 
alone, against the alternate hypothesis (x(t) has 
mean not equa1 to ..A(0 and unknovm variance) x(t) is 
signal plus noise. Here again the null·hypothesis 
is accepted if t is belo·w the threshold. Ho\vever 
in tl1is case, the threshold is determined by con-
sidering t to have a t-distribution with N-1 degrees 
of freedom. 
. The only detector discussed so far has been one 
designed for the detection of a constant signal. If 
the signal is of the variety which will increase 
the 11oise pov1er but leaves the mean alone, then 
a new detector is necessary. The Ney.man-Pearson 
detector for this case is the chi-square (~2)­




The decision to reject or accept the null hypothesis 
is made in the same fashion as before, but the 
threshold in this case is determined blr use of the 
~~-distribution v;ith N-1 degrees of freedom. The 
null hypothesis in this case is represented by x(t) 
having a gaussian distribution with mean unknovm 
and variance o; 2 v;hile the alternate hypothes~s 
is that x(t) has mean unknown and variance greater 
than a;~. 
The Neyman-Pearson detectors described above 
have proved to be very useful in the past, but as 
discussed before, there are several major drawbacks 
to their implementation. First, there must be a 
good description of both the signal and the noise, 
a.nd if the noi.se changes, a new detector must be 
designed. Second, only one type of signal can be 
detected with a g~ven detector, and if another 
signal. must be detected, another detector must be 
designed. Finally, if the noise is not gaussian, 
it somet~es becomes difficult to implement the 
Neyman-Pearson detector. 
The need for a more general detector leads 
to e consideration of the so called nonparametric 
detector. It can be considered to be more general 
than the parametric detector because a complete 
description of the signal and noise is not necessary 
for its utilj.zation. In the follo·wing chapters, 
such a detector will be discussed and con~ared to 
the Neyme.n-Pearson detector. 
The criteria used for the comparison will be 
'the asy1n:ptotic relative efficiency (A.R,E.) (9,10). 
Given tv1o detectors, each with the same « and p , 
8 
the first with s~ap1e size N and the second with 
san~1e size N*, then the A.R.E. of the second 





where s is defined as the sig.na1 to noise ratio. 
The signa1 to noise ratio wi11 be defined as 
the ratio of the r.m.s. va.1ue of' the signa1 to 
the r.m. s. value of the noise. In the following 
chapters f{x) is defined as the probability density 
fU11ction on x, i.e., the probability of x fa11ing 
between x and X+AX is f(x)Ax, and F(x) is defined 
as the cumu1ctive distributio~ or the probabi1ity tha~ 




If f(x) has a gaussian distribution with mean 
zero and variance one then it will be abbreviated 
as f(x)'-G(0,1). If f(x)~G(0,1), then the cun1ulative 
of f(x) will be denoted by G(x). a-'(b) will 
sj.gnify the number v;hose cumul.ative gaussian 




CRJJviER-VON ldiSES DETECTOR 
3.1 Definition 
As has been stated, the detector problem is 
one of' hypothesis testing. The :problem now is to 
test some hypothesis about the observed distribution 
against that of noise alone. The detector used 
here is the Cran.H3r-vorl I~'Iises detector. It is a 
"goodness of' fit" detector. That is, it teats 
how well the observed distribution matches the 
assumed distribution. I:f the fit is good, the 
null h~];.othesis (noise aJ.one) j_s accepted. 
It no'\v becomes necessary to find some sort of 
statis·cic to use to test the "goodness o:f fit". In 
the case of the CranH{r-vo:n Mises detector this 
a·tati8tic is the integral. over all x of' the squared 
difference bet¥.reen the observed cumulative d:tstJ.""ibution 
and the noise alone distribution. 
Let the noise have an assumed knovm dis~ribution 
f(x) with lmov.rn cumulc.tive distribution F(x). The 
detector takes N samples from x(t), the input Vlave-
form, the samples being x, ,x2 , ••• ,xN (x,=x(t, ),i=1,2, 
••• ,N). The datector then orders these sa~plcs 
accoroj.ng to Jilagnitude, giving a ne\v sample distribution 
x, ,x2., •.• ,xw where x, ~ Xz ~ x3 :5= ••• ~ XN • The 
observed curou1ative distribution SN(x), is now defined 
by 
for X <X 1 
for X;<. X< Xj.,. 1 j=l,2, ••• ,N-J. 
for X11~ x • 
It can now be seen that the observed cure~uative 
distribution function is a step function where 
each step occurs at the sample points (with each 
step hav:ing a height 1/N). In other v1ords 1 NSN(x) 
is the number of sample points less than or equal 
to x. 
J.1 
The Cramer-von Mises statistic was first 
suggested by Cramer and von l~1ises and later riLodified 
by Smirnov. This paper uses the modified statistic 
defined by Anderson a.n.d Darling (13) as 
00 
w.z= j&.,(x)-F(x5]2. dF(x) • 
-oo 
( 3.1) 
If w 2 is sma.ll, the detector will accept the null 
hypothesis, noise alone, and if it is 1arge, the 
detector will accept the alternate, ·signal p1us 
noise, hypothesis. 
The statistic given in the above definition is 
dif.fiou.J..t to apply in the actual detection problem. 
!l~o find. C' .. more applicc:ble form of' this statistic, 
look e.t 
w




[,X, (; ><2. 2. 
w 
2 
= J..F 2 (x)dF(x) + _/ @,(x)-F(xjf dF(x) 
-
00 
+ • • • +jD--:_F<xil2. dF(x> • 
XAI 
Integrating the above, collecting terms, and 
multiplying through by N, yields 
AI 2. 
Nw 2 = ~ f::;(XJ·) - (2j-1)/2ri] + 1/12N 
J=l E. ( 3.2) 
where F(Xj) is the probability that x is 1ess than 
or equal to Xj • This expression. for NUJ 2 is the 
expression actually used by the detector for the 
decision of signal plus noise or noise alone. 
The asymptotic theory for the limiting 
distribution of Nw 2 is very difficult. However, 




and ·where i =V-1-. 
The probability density function p(x) for 
x - Nw2 cru.1 no·N be found by 
t:?O 
p(x) = (1/2rnf cfJ<t )exp(-itx)dt • 
-00 
Thus p(x) is the inverse Fourier transform of 4Xt). 
It can be seen from the above that the assur~ed 
noise distribution F(x) has no effect upon the 
distribution for Nw 2 • Therefore, the probability 
of false al.arm is independent of F(x), thus N...v 2 is 
a so called "distribution-free" statistic. 
The actual evaluation of p(x), up to now, 
has been accompolished only by nun1erical methods. 
Anderson and Darling (1.3) give a table of values 
for the critical. point, w« , for different val.ues 
of o<, where Wc:x. and o< are defined by Pr[p w 2 > wJ = o<. 
(see Table I). In other v1ords o< is the area to 
13 
the right of wo<. under the curve p(N w 2 ) vs. Nw 2 (see 
Fig. 3.1). This provides a method for calculating 
the probability for a type I error, i.e., it provides 
a method for finding the critical point for a given 
type I probability of error. 
Since a technique for finding the false alarm 
probabil.i ty, c< , he .. s been fo\Uld, a technique must 
be found for finding the false dismissal probability, 
f3 • Again look at the definition for :Nw2• Let 
the 11u11 h~--pothesis have a distribution of F(x), 
and let the alternate hypothesis have the distribution 
G·(x) and the sampled :form o:f G(x) be denoted by GN(x). 
Then if the alternate hypothesis is true, w1 1ooks 
like 
TA:BLE I 
Critical Points for the Cramer-von. Mises Statistic 
1-o<.. = l.im Pr {N w 2 < w«] 
AI-+ CO 












o. 34730 0.900 
0.36421 0.910 





o. 54885 0.970 
0.61981 0.980 




Figure 3.1. Determination of the threshold for the C. V .lJI. st6.tistic 
l.6 
2. 
- G(x) + G(x) - GN(x>J dF(x) • 








C(G) = .§tx)dF(x) + 2 j£<x)G(x)dF(x) 
- 2D( oo) + 2E[iJ(xj]. ( 3. 3b) 
In Ap1)endix A, it is shown that VN [w~- C(G iJ 
is asy-Llptotica1J.y normal vvi th mean zero and the 
following variance 
o-
2(G) = 4 r [p(x[j - {E [!}ex 51)) • 
Therefore, ff [~P :~.- C ( G [/ / 0"'( G) has a normal 
(Gaussian) distribution '4vith mean zero and vari£:.nce 
one. Thus, p can now be easily calculated by 
r:"'· fl = Pr(N w"...:::. "'"') = ./__p(x)dx 
- DtO 
( 3. 4) 
where ~(x) = (J./{2 Tf )e:xp{-x 2 /2) 
and 
). == I fN[~ - C(G)l_ o-{G) • 
Since ~[w 2- C(GU/(T'(G) has a normal 
distribution, G(O,J.), and since w~>O and cr'(G) is 
greater than zero, then C(G) must be greater than 
zero. When N becomes very large, w~JN will become 
less than C(G), thus :forcing A., to be a large 
negative number. As a resuJ.t as N+ co, j -.- o. 
The expression derived above, Eq. (3.4), :for 
17 
p is dependent upon not only the distance between 
the cumulative distributions, but also upon the 
al.terne,te hypothesis itself. It would seem desirable 
to obtain a more general. expression for )9 • This 
can be done, but only with the sacrifice of accuracy. 
Chapman (20) developed an expression for the 
maxinum value of)? for one sided hypotheses (F(x)~G(x) 
for all x) with given ot. and N. This expression 
is given by 
where 
. fA~' JJ,.,." =; J<x)dx 
-00 
and 
A = max {!Cx) 
•e»<-,! <t:IO 
G(xjJ • 
This expression gives a rough estimate for fi? £or 
large N, but it approaches zero slowly as N increases 
and is applicable only for a one sided test. So 
in the following work the original expression 
Eq. (3.4) for ~ will be used. 
3.2 Asymptotic Relative Efficiency Versus the 
t-Detector for Detecting d-e Levels 
As previously stated, the t-detector is the 
opt:i.mum detector for detecting a constant signal 
in gaussian noise. This means that for a given 
probability of false alarm 0{ and false dismissal 
p the t-detector requires the smallest number of 
samples. 
The asymptotic relative efficiency (A.R.E.) 
will be used as the goodness criterion for the 
Cramer--von !v~ises (C. V .I~I. ) detector. The t-detector 
is optimum for this case, therefore, its A.R.E. 
will be taken to be eque.l to one. 
To actually calculate the A.R.E. of the c.v.r~1. 
detector, an exr,Jrescion for the number o:f samples 
necessary to obtain a given 0( en.d p for bctl1 the 
t-de'tector end the C. v.r.1. detector must be developed. 
In each case the noise will be assumed to be 
gaussian with mean Mo and variance 2 o-;,. 
l 
The 
value of the constant signal will be taken to be A. 
The signal to noise ratio e has previously been 
defined as the ratio of the r.m.s. signal to . the 
r.m.s. noise. The r.m.s. value of a constant is 
that constant, and the r.m.s. val·ue of a gaussiar1 
distribution is 0';/1. Th\l.S 
19 
e = A/ao • ( 3. 5) 
Each detector tests the null hypothesis (the observed 
wavef'orm consists of noise alone, gaussian with mean 
M..o and variance f1D 2 ) against the alternate 
hypothesis (the wavefonn is gaussian with mean not 
equal to M., and variance ao'" ). Since A can be 
either positive or negative, 6 can be both positive 
and negative. Therefore, the tests are called two 
sided tests. 
It is now necessary to find an expression for 
the n1.unber of samples (U*) necessary for the C.V.J-;1. 
detector to 1n.ake its decisions ~.vi·~h a given ot- and 
p • This can easily be done by ex..~rn.ining the ex-_pression 
for p Eq. (3. 3) 
,., 





R [~7N- -C(GJI 
o-(G) 
Using the definitions of Chapter II, the above 
reduces to 
P = G {{NT["%' -C(GJ)) CT(G) • ( 3-6) 
To avoj.d further confusion due to the introduction 
of another symbol G, the notation C(G) and ~(G) 
20 
will be changed. Since for the case under consideration 
both the null hypothesis and the alternate hypothesis 
are of fixed :for.m with the only variable being 
A, both C(G) and o-(G) can be considered functions 
of A or in general functions of 9 • Adopting this 
new notation Eq.(3.6) becomes 
(3. 7) 
Again using the notation of Chapter II, the following 
can be obtained 
.[NJ [~,1- crej 
(){9) 
Now solving this expression for N* we obtain 
N.,.::: - q-{9) G (P)+ y [crf9)G r.s); +'1- Wot- c((}J f ~-' ,r ~-, ·"2 ,, ) 
2 
2 C( 6>) 
( 3. 8) 
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This gives the number of samples necessary to detect 
a signal with signal to noise ra-tio 9 and error 
probabilities ex. and p • 
The actual evaluation of this expression ~or 
N* is difficult since the constants c(e) and o-(e) 
must first be found. This is in general very 
difficult and even for the relatively simple case 
of gaussian noise and gaussian signal plus noise, 
it is necessary to solve for these constants by 
using numerical methods and a digital computer. 
Seo Table II for the reoults. 
It is now necessary to develop an expression 
for the number of samples necessary for the t-detector. 
Under the nu11 hypothesis, the observations X& 
represent noist alone. Thus, these observations 
are gaussianly distributed with mean ,1./.0 and variance ~~ 
Since the variance is known, the t-detector is the 
maximum-likelihood detector for the mean (10), 
where the estimate of the mean ;t is 
A N 
A =.~X hT 
C:. I / J.'i • 
For this slinple case, it is knovm that 
22 
TABLE II 
C. V .:M. Constants- for Use Against the t-Detector 
·e c(e) cr(e) . 
0.6000 3.14 79200xl0 2 -.a 2. 8122040xl0 
0.5000 2. 2192690xl0-~ 2. 05577 32x103 
~· 
1. 4380200x102. 1. 3721704xl03 0.4000 
0.3000 8.167 3160xl63 7. 9751020x16i' 
0.2000 3. 6551200xl03 3. 628 313ox1o"' 
0.1000 9.1757100x16"" 9.1989440xl6S" 
0.0100 9.l856000xl06 9. 2416 51ox1o"' 
o. 0010 9.16l0000x10' 9. 2424480xl09 
o. 0001 8. 8400000xl010 9 .• 24027 30:x1.o" 
or 
,.K -,M 
OD/iNP ~ G(O,l) 
The· probability of false alarm ot is the 
probability of rejecting the null hypothesis given 
that the null h~~othesis is true. As can be seen 




""' .A(I- _,t(D - ( 3. 9) 
• 
If the alternate hypothesis is true, the 
observations represent signal plus noise. The 
observations are then gaussian1y distributed with 
mean MD+ A and varia?ce ~fl., i.e., 
Similiarly 
The probability of false dismissal is the probability 
o:f accepting the nu11 hypothesis given that tl1e 




Figure 3.2. Determination of oc end p for a Two Sided t-Detector 
a - G"· [-,.CJt - t d" -f ,q) 7 
Y- rro/f!V :1 
or as before 
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""-'{s, 
= A _o-;.~9 ==G===--'/ 
+ YN • 
( 3-10) 
The previous statement is also represented in 
Fig. 3.2. 
The expression for N as a function of « , p , 
and 6 can now be found by settj.ng the rig."'lt hand 
sides of Eq.(3.10) and Eq.(3.9) equal to each other, 
yielding 
09 (:,-'(J- ~) 
rN 
cro ~_, (.IJ) 
-fl + VJT • 
Substituting the value of A in Eq.(3.5) and solving 
for N yields 
N = r-'(t- ::-G-'rP)_] ~ ( 3.11) 
The desired expression for the A.R.E. can now 
be obtaj_ned. Using the values of N and N"*· from. 
Eq.(3.l1) and Eq.(3.8) respectively in the definition 
for the A.R.E., the following is obtained 
A.R.E. = linl(N/N*) 
e-+o 
A.R.E. 
This result is plotted as a function of 9 for given 
values of o< and jJ (See Figs. 3-3-3.6). These 
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graphs seem to approach a limit for small (} • Therefore, 
the A.R.E. corresponding to the smallest value of e 
calculated v1ill be considered to be the true A.R.E •• 
This method may be in error, but the error is felt 
to be small (Refer again to Figs. 3·3-3.6) end 
the values picked are less than or equal to the 
true A.R.E •• Table III gives a final picture of the 
A.R.E. as a function of cc.. and p , and the A.R.E. 
seems to ap:proach • 550 as c(. and p go to zero. 
It seems reasonable that if A were guaranteed 
to always be positive, the t-detector could be 
made more efficient. In the previous case, the 
t-detector had to detect both positive and negative 
means. This seems to suggest that some positive 
inforn1ation would be lost in using this two sided 
detector. In the following section, an expression 
for the A.R.E. of this one sided detector will be 
developed. 
The expression for l'l* ·wilJ_ not be recalc~ule.ted 
since it wo~ud be extremely di~fictlit to evaluate 
the density function :for N w 2 under the assumption 
of a one sided test. f~ expression for N nntst 
now be :f'ound. The only dif'f'erence betv1een this 
case a.nd. the one previously developed is that in 
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A.R.E. 
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Figure 3. 3. A.R. E. vs 9 for Two Sided t-Detector; ~ =C.l 
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Figure 3.4. A.R.E .. vs e for Two Sided t-Detector; 0<. =0 .• 05 
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· Fi~e 3.6. A.R.E. vs e for Two Sided t-Detector; Of =0.001 
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TABLE III 
A.R.E. Against the t-Detector 
~ 0.100 0.050 0.010 0.001 
0.10000 0.625 0~671 0.740 . 0.988 
O. OlOOO o. 513 0.556 o. 629 0.691 
0.00100 0.455 0.498 0.564 0.629 
-· -o. 00010 0.422 0.459 o. 521 o. 584 
0.00001 0.402 0.435 0.491 0.555 
the present case ex is under only one tale of the 
nu11 distribution {See Fig. 3.7). The e~~ression 
corresponding to Eq. ( 3. 9) w·ould then be 
Setting Eq.{3.13) equal to Eq.(3.10) yields 
cro G-1 (1- 0t-) _ 00 G-1 (P) 
f7\/ - fl + ,-;v-
or 
No'v looking at the de:finition. for .A .• R.E., 
Eq. (2. 5) 
A.R.E. = lim(N/N*) 
9+0 
it is possible to substitute in Eq.(3.14) and 
Eq.(3.8) to obtain 
The A.R.E. :for this detector is only slightly 
sma.ller than the one for the two sided detector. 
3.3 Asymptotic Relative Efficiency Against ·the 







Figure 3. 7. Determination of ot and p for One Sided t-Detector 
Tl1e 'X~-detector is the optimum detector for 
detecting a signal which changes the variance of 
the data £or gaussian noise. It is again optimum 
in the sense that it requires the fewest·number 
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of samples to achieve a given set of error probabilities 
« and. fJ • The measure used in the comparison o~ 
the ~~-detector and the Crame'r-von }1ises detector 
will again be the A.R.E. 
The procedure for calculating the A.R.:E. ·will 
be t~e same as in the previous section. That is, 
relationships for N and N* will be developed, and 
then the ratio N/N* \Vi11 be examined a.s e approaches 
zero. For the situation where the variance j_s 





where 2 2. a; and a; are the variances of the sj.g;:nal. 
and noise respectively, \vhile 012. is the varj.ance 
of' the signal pJ.us noise. Here, each detector can 
be considered as a test of the null hypothesis, 
that the observed v;aveform is noise alone {gaussian 
with mean Ao and variance v;~-. ) against the 
alternate hypothesis, that the observed waveform 
is signal. plus noise {gaussian with mean ~~ and 
variance 
,._ 
cr; ) • Since the addition of any density 
function to a given density function either increases 
the variance or leaves it unchanged, the variance 
;1.. • 
of the signal plus noise ~ will always be 
greater than or equal. to the variance of the noise 
2 
alone o; •. Thus the signal to noise ra-'cio e ·will 
always be positive and the test will be one sided. 
As for the previous case, the number of samples 
2' for the ~-detector \vill be denoted by N, and the 
number of samples ~or the c.v.M. detector will be 
denoted by N*. The previously developed relation-
ship for N* (See Eq. ( 3. 8)), namely,;. 
is still valid even though the detector must in 
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1ihis problem detect a change in variance. . For this 
case 0' ( e ) and C { e ) are calculated as in the previous 
section, but here the two densities f{x) and g{x) 
differ in variance rather than in mean. Again as 
in the previous section, a digital computer was 
used to cal.cu2ate cr (e) and C( G) :for several 
values o:f B (See Tabl(~ IV). 
J;o·w an expressj.on for N will be developed. 
The obsel~ations are indepe~dent and gaussianly 





C. V.!vi. Constants for Use Against the Xz-Detector 
e ere> o-(e) 
0.60 7.1921945xl6"' 1. 8246283x10S" 
0.50 3. 799200lxl0,. 9.4686111x16' 
0.40 1. 6839057xl6''" 4.1243l02xl6' 
0.30 5. 6829 304xl6S" 1. · 3701219xl6~. 
0.20 1.177 3314xl oS' 2! 8036374xl0 7 
0.10 7. 56699 59xl07 1.7896596x108 
0.01 8. 094 5028xJ..6'' 1. 7833799x1012 
Under the null hypothesis G equa1s zero, thus 
the variance is ~ 2 • The distribution of the 
statistic 
LCJ .. + ']a; :z 
is then a chi-squared distribution with N degrees 
of freedom, i.e., 
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A! ( ~ 
. .E. X · - A.l0 ) '~I ""' (3.17) 
The mean of this chi-squared distribution is N 
and the variance is 2N. Ey using the central 
J.in1it theore1n, it can be shown that for l.arge 
values of N, the chi-squared distribution approaches 
a gaussian distribution with mean N and variance 
214. Thus 
p ( 2 
.. ~ X;. -.I(,) 
[9 ~+ i]c:TO 1 
for 1arge N. 
The statistic used in the "X.z._detector is the 
""' 2.. maximum likelihood estimator for the variance, o- , 
i.e., 
( 3.18) 
~ 2 can be sho\vn to have a gaussian distribution, 
i.e., 
thus 
Since ~ is the probability of accepting the 
alternate h~pothesis, signal plus noise, given that 
the null hypothesis, noise alone, is .true, it 
is possible to write (See Fig. 3.8) 
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/-0(.., ( 3.19) 
Similarly, jJ , the probability of accepting 
-tl1e null hypothesis given that the aJ.ter11ate hypothesis 
is true can be written as (See Fig. 3.8) 
( 3· 20) 
, · 
"' 2. Solving for 0/ , in both Eq. ( 3.19) and 
Eq. (3.20), and setting the results equaJ_ gives 
Then solving for & 2 yields 
e 2 -= [G-'r' -o~-J -G -'(ftfljt: ('Y:J.) '/;._,. G-rpj} . 
For la.rge N, G.- 1 (~) can be r1eglected with respect 
to (N/2) 'lz.. Now rearranging the above and squa.ring 
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Eq.(3.2l) gives the desired relationship for N, 
the number of samples necessary for the ~2-detector. 
The A.R.E. can now be calculated by substituting 
the relationships for N*, Eq.(3.8), and N, Eq.(3.21), 
into the definition of the A.R.E., Eq.(2~4). 
Carrying out the above steps yields 
As in the previous case, the value of the 
A.R.E. was investigated as e approached zero, 
for given values of o< and p (See Figs. 3.9-3.22). 
For each value of o<. and p as e gets smaller the 
A.R.E. increases. For a tabulation of these values 
see Table v. In each case the A.R.E. is teken to 
be the value corresponding to the smallest calculated 
8 for a given o(.. a.nd fl . As o<.. and ft approach 
zero the A.R.E. of the c.v.M. detector is at least 
o. 24 5. 
0.25 r 




Figure 3.9. • A.R.E. ve G for 'X-Detector; ce. =0.1 
,, • o. Ot:l"tJ I 










s A.R.E. vs e for l-Detector; ot =0.05 










... Figure 3.11. A.R.E. vs e for 'X-Detector; oc. =O.Ol 
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A.R.E. Against the 'X2-Detector 
~ 0.100 0.050 0.010 0.001 
0.10000 0.162 0.172 0.181. 0.186 
0.01000 0.198 0.208 0.215 0.21.7 
0.00100 0.211 0.222 0.230 0.232 
0.00010 0.214 0.228 0.238 o. 24-0 
0.00001 0.215 0.231 0.242 0.246 
CF..APTER IV 
DETECTION OF AN FI~1 SIGNAL 
Previously, the problem of detecting a signal 
has only been discussed in general terms. In this 
chapter, a C.V.M. detector will be used to detect 
a given FM signal. The noise will be assumed to 
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be gaussian. If the noise distribution is not 
k:noVI."!l, it can be found by sampling the noise alone 
over a sufficient length of time to give the noise 
-distribution to any desired accuracy. Tl1e problem 
here is for the detector to decide with a given 
:false alarm and false disrnissal probability, whether 
the m~ signal is present or noise alone is present. 
It is desired to detect the presence or absence 
of a general message Iil(t). This message frequency 
111od.u1ates a cosine wave carrier, to give 
s(t) - Acos[~t + j;%_(z)d~ 
IJ 
where A is the amplitude and we. is the carrier 
frequency. The above, Eq.{4.1), is the basic . 
:forrn for a frequency modu~a.ted wave. To add more 
generality, it is neceEsary to consider both 
ampli t11de fading and phase fading. In so doing 
Eq.(4.1) is replaced by 
:f 
s(t} = a(t)cos[w.,.t + [m(z}d.z + 1> (tj 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
where a(t) is the amplitude fad.ing term and tjJ (t) 
is the phase fading tern1. 
In Chapter I it was stated that for many 
important problems the messages can be restricted 
to those expressed in a binary coded form (:Binary 
Frequency Shift Keying} or in a r-ary coded form 
(J,!ul ti.ple Frequency Shift Keying). Therefore, 
attention here will be restricted to these forms. 
In the ~inary Frequency Shift Keying (~.F.S.K.) 
the message is of the for.m 
m(z) = 0 
or 
and in l~u1tiple Frequency Shift Keying (l'Jl.F.S.K.) 
the message is of the form 
m(z) = 0 
or 





If the message is limited to the cases above, 
i.e., E.F.S.K. or M.F.S.K., the modulated carrier 




and where A 0 equals zero. To detect a message 
of the form given in Eq.(4.3) a filter must be 
cen.tered at each frequency wj and followed by a 
C.V.M. detector to detect the presence or absence 
of a signal at each ~· • 
The problem now reduces to the sampling of the 
waveform x(t) and deciding if 
x(t) = 11(t) 
noise alone or if 
x(t) = a(t)cos[wjt + q><t] + n(t) 
sign81 plus noise. The functions a{t) and ~(t) 
·can be assumed to be slow varying cornpared to ":it, 
therefore they are assumed to be time stationary. 
The noise is also assumed to be time stationary, 
but the wavefonn x(t) can not be assumed stationary 
because of wj t. 
The signal detected in this chapter will be 
assumed to be subject to Rayleign amplitude fading 
and uniform phase fading. The signal to noise ratio 
for thj.s case is shown in Appendix :S to be 
e-
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where 0$ is the paran1eter j_n the Rayleigh Distribution. 
A teclL.""lique must now be fo·u.nd to obtain the 
number of samples necessary for the C.V.M. detector 
to operate 1Nith a given p • Since in the previous 
work no expression has been found for a P~«~ 
independent of the signal plus noise distribution 
function, an expression for this distribution 
function must be found. Using the assumptions 
stated above regardj.ng the signal, assuming the 
noj_se has a gauss:i.an dist:ribution, and asswning 
a signal to noise ratio of one-half' the 1)robabili ty 
density ftulction of the signal plus noise was 
calculated usi11g a digi-tal computer (See Fig. 4.1). 
The nurJ.ber of sar.1ples necessary for the C. V .11. 
detector was then calculated using the expression 




















Figure 4.2.. Number of Samples for C.V.M. Detector 
If an d.. of' 0.1 and a P of O.l are desired, 
it can be seen from Fig. 4.2 that approximately 
1500 saJ...Yl.Ples of the input v1aveform are necessary 
for detection. An Irn~ 360 computer was then 
programed to perform the actual detection of a 
signal buried in noise. The computer used 2000 
samples in its detection scheme. To obtain these 
samples a number distributed according to the. 
Rayleigh distribution was generated and used for 
the amplj_tude of the cosine wave. .Another number 
was generated between 0 and 211 according to the 
unj_'for.m distribution and use ·as the initial phase. 
The computer then took 2000 samples of this cosine 
wave as the variable t was increased, and to 
each sample it added a number from a gaussian 
sample to correspond to noise. Then with these 
2000 sam:pJ.es the computer performed the detection 
problem and decided whether or not a signe.l was 
presen·t;. 
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The computer vvorked this problem a total of' 
100 tim0s (See Table VI). On 50 occasions a signal 
v1~s I>re·sent and on 48 of' these problems the computer 
correctly detected the presence of the signal. On 
50 occasi~ns a signal ·was not present and on 46 
of these prob1ems the computer correctly detected 
the a,bsence of the signa1. Thus the scheme e.bove 
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TABLE VI 
Using C. V .rll. Detector to Detect a Filr Signal 
_...._ __ 
6::: 0.5 oc = P= 0.1 ~= o. 34730 
--~-
SIGN1' .. L PRESEnT SIGNAL ABSENT 
·-·-· 
c. v .].!. c.v.:M. DECISION STATISTIC TRIAL DECISION STATISTIC 
~ ... 
--·---YES 4.47997470 1. YES o. 3698842 5 
·-·-----YES 21.74942000 2 NO 0.09819722 ~·------· ~-------· Y:Es 7. 93386940 3 NO 0.28066468 !--------···- r-·---·----- -
Y:F.:S 42.83830300 4 NO 0.13581139 
---·--- -·· 
·-YES 4. 65339280 5 NO 0.09181911 ~··--··-·---r--·-------~-YES 18.87498500 6 NO 0.19121897 to-----·-·---- ____ .. ____ 
YES 17.21217300 7 :NO 0.1'7029768 
·--·o•~-----~-~---~----
---YES· 2.87429900 8 NO 0.12150872 :----- ·-- ·--YES 7. 0242l090 9 :No o. 2 5140649 
--··---·- --- -----y·t.,c.-· 51.88076800 10 NO 0.17~69906_ J.~l.) 
--·- ----· 
Yl~S 50.47184800 11 NO o. 0 309'"[.~9 .2_ 
YES 1.. 31326100 12 NO 0~06335920 
-·- -- ---- ----- . ··-YES 1.02405260 13 NO 0.06144968 
------ ----t--·-·---·-YES 24.25678400 24 NO o. 2 34486 ~.§__ ~--~--·- ~----~ 
Y~~s 3.06901840 15 NO 0.06794977 ,__ ________ 
·--- .. --,·--- ·---· ----YES 2.57657050 16 NO 0.16795242 
~-----·· ------·-.. ·  "-r---· yy·c:: 1.62978910 17 NO 0.2768§328 ·~ ..:.JIJ ~-·--- _w ____ 
-···-·-··----
YES 36.64161700 18 NO 0.11350596 
~· '"·--· -
:NO 0.08686822 19 NO 0.24-716812 ..._ _______ 
--- --
·y-:c;s 35.92 565900 20 NO 0.10069418 
-·--·----- ·--··-·--... ---··---·- ... ---··---·----·- ·--~-- -· YES 18. 33183300 21 YES o. 57908845 
1---·-·-·-·· f _-:~ --~ -·------:NO o. J_ 5802 366 22 0~16196597 ~·----· --:---~-- 0.12691319 YES 6. 59157280 23 
~----- ·-----~-· 
____ ..... 
Y'ES 15.76469000 24_-±_N.O o. 24968868_ ~-· -
YES 21. 52908300 25 NO 0.12950432 
---- ---- ·---- ·-
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· TABLE VI 
cont. 
SIGNAL PRESENT SIGNAL .AJ3SENT 
-·---
. 
c. v.:M. C. V.l;I. 
DECISION STATISTIC THIAL DECISION STATISTIC 
YES 76.08865400 26 YES 0.58475691 
YES 52. 30072 000 27 NO 0.11093545 
·-·-- -YES 41. 59 3l 09 00 28 1~0 0.26924069 
YES 12 ~ 82 548900 29 :No 0.23629802 
---
YES 59.79412800 30 NO 0.07524461 
YES 26.26425200 
.31 1~0 0.09008414 
~·-· YES 51.72 517400 32 ~TO 0.09351647 
~--
YES 22.03581200 33 NO 0.20615405 
y ·i-'·""' J.!.U 10.56603300 34 }'{0 0.22692269 
~---·- 65.72454800 y-.:.,~ ~u 35 YES 0.44048244 
t--·---
YES 10.05569800 36 NO 0.06020264 
---· . 
YES 9.43540760 37 NO 0.10552162 
YES 5· 03186990 38 NO 0.28750837 
-'l~S . 6.08589170 39 :NO 0.16073400 
~·-~-
YES 0.77491903 40 NO 0.13107294 
r--·-·· 
YES 13.29418200 4J. NO o. 09758693 
·-~· 
YES 30-94274900 42 NO 0.07005918 
----- 6.27589990 43 NO 0.11822975 Y~S 
~·---- - --YES 42.45037800 44 NO 0.23840008 
~- 19.65138200 YES 45 NO 0.08395838 
.. 1----·-------· 
Y1~S 65.72134400 46 :No 0.05138540 
·---7· 89161010 47 NO 0.30846208 -YES 
. 
YJ<~S 18.7062 3800 48 :NO 0.09189981 
----~-· YES 64 ~ 912 38400 49 no 0.1202162 5 
-· 
YES 15. 89066 500 50 NO 0.24419773 ._ __ 
gave an « of' 0.08 and a p of 0.04, which is a 
little better than would be expected from the 
values speci£ied at the beginning of the problem. 
That the·results were better than expected 
can be explained by the fact that 2000 samples 
were used instead of 1500 (1500 being the number 
of sampl.es needed to achj.eve an oe- of 0.1 and 





· In thj.s paper the design of a detector capable 
o:f detecting a signal whi.ch changes the noise 
distribution in any arbitrary fashion has been 
developed. A~ter this development this detector 
was cornpared to the optimum detector for detecting 
two arbitrary changes in the noise. In both cases 
the detiector of this :p~.per (the Cramer-von ]:lises 
detector) requj_red more samples than the optimum 
detectors. The C. V .!.I. detector required approxi:mately 
twj_ce as many san1pJ.es as the t-detector f'or detecting 
shif'ts in the mean of' the noise, and it required 
,. 
about four times as nany Sa!Ilples as the 'X -detector 
f'or de·t;ecting changes in variance. 
Thus v;hile -i;he optimum (Neyman-Pearson) detccto~ 
f'c-r r~ny special case requires :fewer sar:1ples than 
'the C. V .!\f. detector for signal detection in that 
special case, eacl'.t He~'man-Pearson detector is 
incnpable o:f efficient detection for cases other 
·than the specie.l one for v:hich it is designed. 
·In contras·iJ, the C. V.!~T . detector can eff'ectivel.y 
det;ect signals in an unlim.i ted nuro.ber of specia]. 
cases without extreme J.css j_n ef:fj_ciency e.s con1pared 
-
to the Ne:yman-Pearson ( o:pt:imum) detector. It is 
this flexibility \vithout significant J.oss of 
efficiency that makes the C.V.M. detector so 
attractive. 
In using the C.V.M. detector to detect an 
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actual signal buried in noise in a typical situation, 
it was found (as expected) that the number of samples 
necessary for a given ~ and P combination depended 
no·t only on <X and JJ but also on the signal to 
noise ratio e • Theoretically this detector can 
be used to detect signals with extremely low ( << 1) 
signal to noise ratios, but in such a case the number 
of samples becomes rather large. This characteristic 
was aJ.so verified experimentally. Also the example 
problem demonstrated that the c. v.r\~. detector can 
effectively detect the presence or absence of a 
signal in a background of' noise v1ith a prespecified 
probability of error. 
APPENDIX A 
SHOW fN f_v'- - C ( G f/ / tr (G) HAS A NOFJtlAL DISTHI13UTION 
In order to show that fN [.w:a.- C(Gf/ /o-{G) has 
a nor.mal distribution, it is necessary to start 
with Eq. ( 3. 3), 
w~ = [::X)dF(x) + %7<x)G(x)~(x) 
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~ {coo {ioo 2 
- 2_;_c::f(x)~,., (x)dF(x) + ;1g_(x) - G11 (x5] dF(x) • 
-C'C> -~ 
It is knovm £rom Ko~mogrov•s Theorem that 




VN /[G(x) - G111 (xj} 2. ~(x) (A.l) 
- t:10 . 
tends to zero in probability. 
Now looking at the third term on the right 
in Eq. ( 3. 3), it f'ollo'tvs that 
j/(x)GN(x)~(x) = {/j(x)dF(x) + j/J(x)~(x) 
-co x. jj~N ~.a. 
.+ •• ." + ~J(x)dF(x) 
N-1 
- } [p(X 2 ) - D(X,)] + ff fP<x.,) - D(x;zj) 
+ • • • + ~ [p(XN) - D(XAI-1 il 
= (-'/II ) fp(Xz) + D(X-1) + ••• +(N-1 )D(X~ 
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. /J 
D( oo) - (1/N) ~ D(X · ) • 
.c: J c. (A.2) 
Since by de~inition 
~ 
D(x) = j [!(x) 
-De> 
then 




D(x) £=. 1/2 • 
From _above and from the fac·t that ---'x<:oo, it 
2. 
can be stated that E[p(x)j J(..oo , so that by the 
central. 1imi t theo·rem 
VN &1/N) t, }E<xi) - E fi?<x5[/} 
is asympototically nor.ma1 with mean zero and 
variance given by 
2 
o--'~[!JCxH = E~(x~ , 
eo tha-t nov; 
f1f[~;!- C(Gj - 2ffi-{1/N)&-
1 
~(Xi)- E[p(xff]} 
+ fN j{§7x) - G,.,(xj]~(x) . 
-ott> 
i N{_w2. -C (G)} is the sum. o~ en assymptotica.lly 
norma1 random variable and one which tends to zero 
in probability. So it is also asy.mpotically nor.mal 
with mean. zero and variance given by 4 (1"'2fJJ(x5]. 
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APPENDIX B 
VALUE OF 9 VIHEN a(t) !lAS A RAYLEIGH DISTRIBUTION 
The r.m.s. value of a(t)cosf_wjt + tf;(tl} 
must first be found before EJ can be calculated. 
r.Jet 
w = a(t)cos[wit + <f>(ti] • 
Using the substitution for the cosine of the sum 
of two angles, the above becom~s 
v.-here 
a.nd 
w - a(t) cos( wit )cos 4> (t) - sin( w;t )sin¢' (t) 
w - a(t)[x- yJ 
y = sin_(wj t )sin ¢(t) • 
Since a(t), x, and yare independent o~ each other 
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2. 3- r.. z.( 2 " ( ) r.m. s. (vt) == r.m. s. (a)Lr.rn. s. x) + r.m. s. (y]J. :B.l. 
The Rayleigh dj.stribu-tiolJ. is given by 
. V{here a is the random variable and C6 is a parameter 
of the distribution. For any random variable 
the second moment {r~m.s.2 (a)) is given by 
2. le; r.m.s. (a) = a p(a)da 
-oo 
or for this case 
00 




r.m.s.·(a) = 20$ • 
Now examining the second term in Eq.(E.l) yields, 
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r.m.s.
2 (x) = r.m.s.2 (cos~"t)r.m.s. 2 (cos t/;(t)) (B.2) 
wl1ere 
.2 
r.m. s. {cos wJt) = l/2 • 
The uniform distribution of ~(t) is given by 
¢<t) = 1/21T 
Then 
~1Y . 
r.ro. s/{ios c/J (t j} = l/2trjoos 2/!P(t f) d~ 
D 
or 
Thus from Eq.(B.2) 
r.m. s.2. (x) = 1/4 • 
Simi1iari1y the value for r.m.s.2 (y) is found to 
be 
Thus from Eq.(B.1) 
r.m.e. 2 (\v) = osi! 
or 
r.m. s. (\v) = OS 
Since e is defined as the r.m.s. value of 
the signal divided by the r.m.s. value of the 
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